2023 Session:
Allowing Legislators to
fully understand the
amendments in context
of the bill to be fully
informed of the
amendments they are
voting on

 The Session Systems Replacement Project has provided us a new way to create

amendments and was used partially in the 2021 session.

 Previously, it was the amendment instructions that were used for committee

hearings and floor session amendments.

 “Grey bills” were bills that staff engrossed the amendments so that legislators

could see how the amendments looked in context of the bill, instead of having to
try to match page and line number.

 However, once an amendment passed, the bill processors would have to re-engross

the amendment into the next version of the bill from the instructions.

 OVERALL GOAL: Making amendments easy to understand!

Amendment Instruction

Amendment In Context (AIC)

Contains unique identifying number
in upper right corner
Identifies the amendment requester
and reading of bill
Identifies drafter.
System has capability to combine
multiple amendments
Amendments only posted with
requesters OK

Former process
 staff drafted an amendments either by hand or

eventually in WordPerfect
 a hard copy was taken to the editors for editing
 if the amendment passed, it was incorporated into the
committee report to be read over the rostrum and was
then inserted in whole into the Journal
 a bank of data entry staff had to take the amendment
instructions and engross the amendments into the
next version of the bill.

2021 Process
 the drafter drafts the amendment into the bill in

WORD using the bill drafting system, basically
engrossing the draft amendment into a separate
version of the bill

 the drafter uses the new dashboard to electronically

transmit the amendment to editors for editing

 before transmittal, the editors tried to create

amendment instructions for all amendments from the
AIC but the workload was too great and duplicative

 the instructions were still being made in WordPerfect

for the committee report and the Journal

 after transmittal, instructions were made only for the

committee amendments that passed and for all floor
amendments

 In completing the LAWS II Project, Chamber and Committee

processes will be fully incorporated.

 Advantages:
 AIC fully informs legislators & the public
 WordPerfect will no longer be used.
 Using Amendments-in-Context exclusively would save time on the
process by eliminating the need for instructions. The amendment is
engrossed and if passed, is processed much more quickly
 Amendments are posted to the web for easy access by legislators
and the public. Hard copies could still be made as requested.
 Committee and floor amendments can be treated separately
 Legislator Portal will make it easier to find the agendas, bills, and
amendments
 Potential disadvantages:
 Need color copies to be able to see amendments – amendments will
be posted and electronic use will be widespread
 Content of committee report/journal would need to be clarified and
may only refer to amendment number (which is unique and posted to
the website).
 Ideas:
 Additional training, legends, & reference materials
 Consider providing tablets to legislators who want to go electronic

LAWS II will be fully implemented
and in place for the 2023 session

 Susan Fox and Todd Everts have consulted with

Marilyn Miller and Carolyn Tschida.

 They suggested that we consult with legislators to

explain the situation and get feedback.

 We would like to ask for Legislative Council and

leadership recommendations to assist in refining the
business processes for next session.

 There is a time element involved. The sooner we can

accomplish this, the better the End-to-End test of the
entire LAWS II system (bill draft request through
passage and codification) will be. Currently
scheduled for late 2021, early 2022.

For the Legislative Council to
provide direction on how to review
the new process for refinement and
suggestions of the business
processes, specifically for
committee and second reading
amendments.

